Reimagine Healthcare Connectivity

StarTech.com connectivity solutions help keep healthcare professionals connected, productive, and prepared to deliver a positive patient experience.

From essential telehealth and remote medical professionals to nurse’s workstations in patient exam rooms, our diverse and unique solutions keep healthcare providers and their patients connected.

Did You Know?

You can get a pre-approved government and medical discounts up to 7%

StarTech.com can help make your deals even easier by offering pre-approved discounts without any category exclusions

Contact StarTech.com to get qualified with pre-approved discounts for any quantity

Learn more: www.cdw.com/startech
StarTech.com Has Solutions That Meet the Requirements For:

- **High resolution** for accurate visual symptom diagnosis
- **Security & Privacy** to maintain patient confidentiality
- **Multiple displays** for simultaneous exam and reporting
- **Robust network connectivity** for uninterrupted clinical applications

**Modern Telehealth Workstations**

**Docking Station**

TB3DOCK2DPPD

Get high performance and Dual 4K high resolution for medical imaging from a MacBook Pro or Windows laptop with our Thunderbolt 3 Docking Station.

**Agile Nurse Exam Rooms**

**Ergonomics and Sit-stand Workstations**

ARMSTSCP2

Create an ergonomic sit stand workstation with built in keyboard tray. This workstation is easy to clean with a removable wrist pad.

**Remote Medical Professionals**

**Display Adapters**

CDP2HD

StarTech.com has a wide range of display adapters to use with desktops or laptops covering legacy to latest display technologies.

**Connected Patients**

**Tablet Stands**

ARMTBLTDT

Keep your tablets accessible with out universal tablet mount that support phones or tablets up to 12.9".

Learn more: [www.cdw.com/startech](http://www.cdw.com/startech)